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Abstract 
In this paper, a new feature extraction algorithm named 2D-DLPP (Two-dimensional Discriminant Locality 
Preserving Projections) is used for SAR ATR (Synthetic Aperture Radar Automatic Target Recognition). First, SAR 
target images are preprocessed by log-transformation and 2D FFT, then 2D-DLPP is applied to extract target feature 
which can not only preserve local information by capturing the local geometry of manifold but also implement 
sample dimension reduction effectively. Finally, classification with SVM (Support Vector Machine) is performed to 
get the good recognition rate. Experimental results based on MSTAR (Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition and 
Recognition) SAR data demonstrate that 2D-DLPP can obtain more effective target feature and improve the 
recognition rate obviously compared with 2D-LDA (Two-dimensional Linear Discriminant Analysis).  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction 
Due to all weather and all time work capability, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is widely used in military 
and civil fields. It is important for SAR applications that a target is correctly recognized from the 
corresponding SAR images. Hence, automatic target recognition (ATR) based on SAR becomes an 
interest problem in current radar community[1][2].
As a key step in ATR, the feature extraction plays an important role in the recognition task. In order to 
obtain a good performance, the extracted features should maximize the between-class distance and 
minimize the within-class distance, such as the features extracted by Linear Discriminant Analysis 
(LDA)[3] and Two-dimensional Linear Discriminant Analysis (2D-LDA) [4]. The objective of the LDA is 
to find the optimal projection for the samples so that the discrimination ratio of between-class scatter 
matrices to within-class scatter matrices reaches its maximum. 2D-LDA benefits from LDA, it is based on 
2D image matrices rather than column vectors so the image matrix does not need to be transformed into a 
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long vector before feature extraction. The advantage arising in this way is that the Small Sample Size 
(SSS) problem[5] does not exist any more. LDA is a linear dimensionality reduction method. But nonlinear 
structure usually exists in images and plays an important role in classification[6]. The general linear 
dimensionality reduction methods do not take into account whether the nonlinear structure of samples is 
preserved. 
Two-dimensional Discriminant Locality Preserving Projections[7] (2D-DLPP) is a novel method for 
feature extraction. It has a stronger ability to manifold learning. When nonlinear structure exists in data 
set, the lower dimensional subspace obtained by this method can preserve the essential characteristics of 
samples. In this paper, 2D-DLPP is applied to extract SAR target features. Experimental results based on 
MSTAR SAR data show that the 2D-DLPP is more effective compared with 2D-LDA. 
2.Two-dimensional Linear Discriminant Analysis(2D-LDA) 
Let X  represent a training sample of m  rows and n  columns, V denotes projection matrix.   
LG is the between-class scatter matrix and HG is the within-class scatter matrix. The objective function of 
2D-LDA is defined as: 
=
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Where C is the sample classes, in and im denote the number and mean value of training samples in 
class i  respectively, N is the total number of the training samples. jiX  denotes the thj sample in the 
thi class, m is the mean matrix of all N training samples.  
The optimal projection matrix optV is obtained by the eigenvectors 1 2, , , l"v v v  corresponding to the 
l  largest eigenvalues of 1H L
−G G .i.e. opt 1 2[ , , , ]l= "V v v v .
3. Two-dimensional Discriminant Locality Preserving Projections(2D-LPP) 
2D-DLPP is based on LPP. The aim of LPP is to seek a subspace that can best describe the essential 
manifold and preserve the local structure of samples. 
Suppose X  represents a training image with m  rows and n  columns. U denotes projection 
matrix. We project the sample matrix directly onto U  to obtain the feature matrix Y :
=Y XU  (4) 
The objective function of 2D-DLPP is defined as: 
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Where k ki j，Y Y  denote the feature matrix of the thi sample and thj sample in the thk class 
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respectively, and accordingly, ,i jf f  are their mean feature matrix. i.e.,
1
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=
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norm. kijW  and ijB  will be described in next paragraph. 
Returning (4) in (5), we can get the following equation: 
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Where kijW  is the similarity between the image 
k
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k
jX , it is defined as: 
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ijB  is the similarity between im  and jm , it is defined as:  
2
exp( / )ij i jB t= − −m m   (8) 
Where t  is the window width determining the decay rate of the similarity, and it is empirically 
pre-specified. 
By algebra formulation, the numerator of (6) can be reduced to: 
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k k
jii ij= ∑D W . kW is composed of kijW . D  and W are separately composed of kD  and kW .   
= −L D W is a Laplacian matrix. mI is an identity matrix of order m , and operator ⊗  is the 
Kronecher product of the matrices. 
Similarly, the denominator of (6) can be reduced to: 
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According to (6), (9) and (10), the objective function can be reduced to: 
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Then minimizing the objective function can be solved from the following generalized eigenvalue  
problem: 
L Hλ=S U S U               (14) 
As we know, the main idea of 2D-DLPP is to find a  optimal projection matrix optU which 
minimizes the objective function. It is a well-known fact that the eigenvector corresponding to the 
minimum eigenvalue of 1H L
−S S  is the optimal projection. Generally, as it is not enough to have only one 
optimal projection, we usually go for d  projections 1 2, , , d"u u u , which are the eigenvectors 
corresponding to the d  smallest eigenvalues of 1H L
−S S .i.e. opt 1 2[ , , , ]d= "U u u u  is the optimal 
projection matrix. d  is usually selected according the following rules:  
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Where iλ  is the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector iu , in this paper, 5%τ = .
4. Experiments and Analysis 
In the experiment, MSTAR SAR image database is employed. We select three types of SAR target 
image (T72, BMP, BTR) for training and testing. Each image has the size of 128 by 128. Every kind of 
target images covers 0 to 360 degree of orientation. The training samples are collected at a depression 
angle of 17°, and the testing samples’ depression angle is 15°.  
In the preprocessing, each original image is cut into 65*65 chips first, then log-transformation, 
2D FFT and magnitude-normalization are performed. 
SAR images of a same target often show different appearance at different azimuths. In order to 
improve the recognition rate, we divide all the processed training samples into several groups at 
equal aspect ranges or bins, i.e. windowing the sample in azimuth, then extract the features of 
training samples in the same window with 2D-DLPP and train SVM classifier. In this paper, four 
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Fig. 1 Flow chart of the recognition 
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different window sizes are considered in order to test the robustness to the azimuth. They are 30°, 
60°, 90° and 180°, and the classification performance is analyzed under different azimuth windows.  
In testing process, after preprocessing and orientation estimation, we classify the test samples 
with the corresponding SVM classifier according to their pose information. Multi-class SVM 
classifier is used to finish classification, and the kernel function we select is the radial base function 
( , ) exp( ), 5k γ γ= − − =u v u v . Table.1 lists the experimental results with 2D-DLPP feature extraction
under different azimuth windows. We also list the experimental results achieved by 2D-LDA to 
compare with the proposed method. 
Table.1 average recognition rate with different feature extraction methods 
                                   window 
width
targets                   methods 
30° 60° 90° 180°
T72 
2D-LDA 98.46% 98.80% 98.97% 96.92% 
2D-DLPP 98.80% 99.32% 99.48% 98.80% 
BMP 
2D-LDA 89.10% 89.27% 85.69% 72.07% 
2D-DLPP 93.19% 93.02% 93.19% 87.57% 
BTR
2D-LDA 98.98% 97.45% 98.98% 97.96% 
2D-DLPP 99.49% 99.49% 99.49% 98.98% 
Table.2 total average recognition rate with different feature extraction methods 
window width
methods      30° 60° 90° 180°
2D-LDA 94.52% 94.53% 93.28% 86.42% 
2D-DLPP 96.49% 96.64% 96.79% 94.01% 
    
From table.1 and table.2, we can see the target feature extracted by 2D-DLPP can be classified more 
correctly compared with that of 2D-LDA, especially for BMP2, whose target image is more blur than 
other two kinds of target pictures. The recognition rate of BMP2 is improved more obviously.  
Additionally, it also shows that the recognition rate of 2D-LDA changes remarkably when the 
window size become larger especially such as 1800, whereas 2D-DLPP is not very sensitive to the 
changes of pose information. 
Table.3 The number of feature extraction with different methods 
window width
methods     30° 60° 90° 180°
2D-LDA 23 23 24 22 
2D-DLPP 11 11 11 11 
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We also studied the target feature number extracted with the two methods and compared which is 
more effective in dimension reduction. The results with different window size are listed in table.3. We can 
see from table.3 that the number of extracted feature with 2D-DLPP is half less than that with 2D-LDA. 
In other words, 2D-DLPP performs better in dimensionality reduction. 
5. Conclusions 
A matrix-based feature extraction method called 2D-DLPP is applied to SAR ATR. It remains the locality 
preserving characters and can reflect the underlying nonlinear manifold structure. Although 2D-DLPP and 
2D-LDA are all linear matrix-based dimensionality reduction methods and can reduce the complexity of 
algorithm, 2D-DLPP can preserve the underlying nonlinear manifold structure. Experimental results on 
MSTAR show that it can improve the recognition rate better as well as achieve an effective dimension 
reduction.
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